1. Complete the definition:
History: It’s the ______________of the __________________. This includes the _____________ that lived in the past,
______________ that took place, ______________and _________________. People that examine and interpret
______________ are called ___________________.
Now, write it again:
History:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. Complete the table:
Historical period
1st Prehistory

Starts with …

Ends with…

The appearance of the 1st humans…

2nd Ancient History
3rd Middle Ages
4th Modern Age
5th Contemporary Age

Present day

3. Write the century these years belong to:
Year

Century

Century

Years

1.826

The _____________ century

The 15th century

From 1.401 to 1.500

1.500

The _____________ century

The 10th century

From ______________ to _______________

102

The _____________ century

The 1st century

From ______________ to _______________

999

The ____________ century

The 9th century

From _____________ to _______________

4. How long are these periods of time:
A decade _____________________________________ years
A century _____________________________________ years
A year _____________________________________ days
A millennium _____________________________________ years

Now, order them from the biggest one to the smallest.

______________ > ___________________ > _____________________ > ________________

5. Write True or False. Correct the false sentences:
The prehistoric people stopped being nomads in the Metal Ages
________________________________________________________________
America was discovered in 1492.
_______________________________________________________________
The event that marked the beginning of the Modern Age was the French Revolution.
________________________________________________________________________________________
With the invention of writing, the Prehistory started.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
The printing press was invented in the Ancient History.
________________________________________________________________________________

6. Complete the sentences with the words from the box:

Middle Ages
Contemporary Age
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

expeditions
nomads

books

Olympic games kings

steam trains

wheel Science and Technology

The monarchs in the Modern Ages sent ___________________ to find new lands and gold.
At the beginning of the Prehistory, people were ___________________.
In the Industrial Revolution, factories and _____________________________ were invented.
The first Universities appeared in the ______________________________.
In the ______________________ people began to fight for their rights.
The _______________________________ were created by the Greeks.
The invention of the _______________ was very important in Prehistory.
The printing press allowed people to read ______________.
In the Middle Ages, the __________were very powerful.
During the Contemporary Age, the ____________________________________ were developed.

7. Write these words in the correct place of the pyramid: Clergy, King, Peasants and Nobles.
MIDDLE AGES SOCIETY

